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Interview with CNN political commentator, F&M alumnus Jeffrey Lord
array of topics, including: his time
at F&M, the evolution of his political views and sentiments, current
political and social issues, his work
at CNN, his return to F&M for
Homecoming this year, as well his
relationship with Trump and the
current presidential election.

BY KIMBERLY GIVANT
Editor-in-Chief

Over the last year, Jeffrey
Lord ’73 has gained a significant
amount of recognition, due to his
frequent appearances as a political
commentator on CNN. Lord, an
avid supporter of Donald Trump,
has contributed to some of CNN’s
most memorable political discussions on television, which include
a number of heated debates with
many of the more liberal commentators like Van Jones, Charles
M. Blow, and Paul Begala. However, before becoming a political
commentator on CNN, Lord had a
very successful and active career
in government and politics. After
graduating from Franklin & Marshall with a degree in Government,
Lord worked for many prominent
members of Congress and went on
to become an accomplished political strategist, journalist, author,
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and even served as a member of
the Ronald Reagan administration
in the White House.
Before Lord joined CNN’s first

presidential debate panel on
Monday, September 26, I was able
to have a lengthy conversation
with him in which we discussed an

of farm land that are largely incapable
of absorbing enough of the sun’s heat.
The excess heat then causes the clouds
to rise, thus removing the cloud forest.
This shift brings about extinctions in
both the plant and animal communities. Gotsch and her team worked with
epiphytes, or small plants that take
root on the branches of larger plants.
She argues that epiphytes operate
“like canaries in a coal mine” and signal any drastic shifts coming about in
the particular ecosystem. This is largely because epiphytes do not have roots
going into the ground. Instead they
take root in old moss on other trees.
Therefore, they are more sensitive to
shifts in climate.
After studying biology in college,
Gotsch became interested in how trees
withstood stress, seeing as they cannot
move. She feels that the logical next
step from that question is to look towards the affects of climate change.
She finds that her research also satisfies her own need to be out and about,

getting dirty and climbing trees. She
says, “It get’s me climbing trees for
a living. I can satisfy my intellectual
needs and my adventurous needs.” In
order to conduct her research on the
epiphytes, her team builds rigs in order to observe and take measurements
of the epiphyte community dozens of
feet in the air.
Currently, she works with two biology professors when she travels
abroad along with a few select students that she chooses each summer.
Some of the student researchers from
current and past years include Jessica
Murray ‘15, Lex Darby ‘15, Andrew
Glunk ‘15, Ken Davidson ‘16, Ignacio Picado Fallas ‘17, Vanessa Duarte
‘16, Erica Hample ‘17, Mackenzie
Dix ‘15, and Minh Pham ‘15. Further information about her team can
be found on her personal website.
At the end of the summer, most of
the researchers on the site are able to
then work on their own publication,
due to how fresh and new the work

First off, I want to ask you why
you chose to attend F&M. Well,
I liked it. I liked the campus, it was
great, but it was a pretty long time
ago. I don’t know where else I was
accepted, to be perfectly candid.
That probably had something to
do with it. But I really liked it, you
know, I wanted to be a Government major. And it was close to
home—it was about an hour from
my parents in Camp Hill right by
Harrisburg. I was decidedly not
disappointed by F&M. The Government professors were terrific.
see JEFF LORD, page 2

F&M biology professor Sybil Gotsch receives research grant for work in Costa Rica
BY BRIDGET JOHNSTON
News Editor

Since 2013, Sybil Gotsch, professor of Biology at Franklin & Marshall,
has spent her summers acting as a lead
investigator in her field of research in
Costa Rica’s Tropical Montane Cloud
Forests. Her work has recently earned
her a grant from the National Science
Foundation for a multi-institutional
collaborative research project.
Gotsch explains that cloud forests occur when a cloud layer moves
across a mountain, causing the cloud
to condense when it hits the mountain.
When this occurs, the clouds close up,
causing it to rain. The forests under
the mountain then soak up the rain,
acting as a sponge, which then keeps
the streams and groundwater healthy.
These cloud forests are currently
threatened both by climate change
and shifts in land use. Many similar
environments have been cut down and
replaced by grass fields or other types

in this field is.This past May, Gotsch
received a research grant for a total of
$564,000. This money is currently going towards paying for field assistants
at the site in Costa Rica, allowing the
research to continue in some way even
though Gotsch herself is not physically present to oversee the work. They
are also putting the money towards
building research greenhouses as well
as other long-term projects.
Gotsch hopes that her work will
eventually help to raise awareness
about the challenges facing the cloud
forest ecosystem. As she put it, “You
can’t do anything with information unless people know it’s there.” In terms
of more tangible results, she hopes for
increased conservation strategies and
for additional plans to “help speed up
the regrowth of the community so the
ecosystem can be brought back.”
Junior Bridget Johnston is the News
Editor. Her email is bjohnsto@fandm.
edu.
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JEFF LORD: Former member of Reagan
White House, discusses F&M during Vietnam
War, addresses issues of plagiarism in politics
continued from page 1
It was not lost on me that during
my career I kept running in to F&M
graduates—Ken Duberstein prominently being one of them whom I
met at F&M while I was president
of the Government Club. He came
to speak and was then working for
the GSA and later we both served
in the White House together, the
Reagan White House. Ken eventually became Reagan’s last White
House Chief of Staff.
So you were president of the
Government Club? Were you
involved in anything else at
F&M? Yes I was president of that
and I was also the president of the
College Republicans, which I can
only tell you in 1972 was a pretty
lonely place to be. [laughs] Almost
everyone on campus at that time
was for George McGovern.

That’s interesting because it
seems as though the amount
of conservatives on campus at
F&M has grown. There definitely seems to be more of a mix of
conservative and liberal attitudes on campus now than what
you seem to be describing. Well
that’s interesting because when
I was there the war in Vietnam
was at its peak and there were
lots of protests all the time. There
were meetings of the Students
for a Democratic Society, the SDS,
which was a radical left-wing sort
of group that Bill Ayers would later
be involved with or was involved
with at the time. When Richard
Nixon invaded Cambodia in April,
it was April 30th of 1970, he was
off the air ten minutes, fifteen
minutes, something like that, and
all of a sudden you could hear
all this commotion in the Quad.
People were filling up in the Quad
to protest and in the ensuing days
this became a big deal. And then
Kent State happened on May 4th,
when you know, there were riots
in the city of Kent, in Ohio where
Kent University is. The governor,
who was very angry at this, sent in
the National Guard and they had
a confrontation with the students
and killed four kids. And then
all hell broke loose—not only at
Franklin & Marshall, but all across

the country and at many different
college campuses. And like many
other campuses, we ended the
school year early. A bunch of us
went down to Washington to protest, or to meet with congressmen
and senators. I remember having
lunch with my congressman from
Pennsylvania, the 19th District of
Pennsylvania. He took me to lunch
at the House dining room and I
also met a young congressman
by the name of George Bush from
Texas, who later became Bush 41.
I remember writing him a note
when I got back and got a note in
reply—which was fairly stunning
to me. So it was quite an interesting time and it was quite liberal
at that point. There’s no question
about it.

Did you participate in any way?
Did you ever get involved in any
of the protests? Well I did in one
protest. After Kent State there was
a candlelight march, as I recall,
through downtown Lancaster. And
I participated in that. And then I
also went down to Washington
when there was, you know, bus
loads of us going down to talk to
our members of Congress and all
of that kind of thing. But that’s the
only time I marched was in that
candlelight march in Lancaster.
But I was sort of beginning my, in
retrospect, my transformation to
conservatism. Before I had gotten
to F&M—my parents were Republicans and were very active. I grew
up in Massachusetts, in Northampton, Massachusetts, and my father
held Calvin Coolidge’s seat on the
Northampton City Council. And
he was also the Republican City
Committee chairman. My mother
was the chairwoman of the Hampshire County Republican Women.
She was quite a force—she was
being asked to run for Congress
herself which she never did. But
they were quite active and I was
meeting governors and senators
and people like that from the time
I was literally in kindergarten.
I was actually going to ask you
about that [your upbringing
and its impact on your political
views]…So you knew you were
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Pictured above: Jeffrey Lord with his former boss, President Ronald Reagan.

a Republican before you arrived
at F&M, then? Well this is the
thing, we were living in Massachusetts mind you, and our United
States senator gets elected president. That would be John F. Kennedy. And I had already become
quite enamored with President
Kennedy and became quite the
Kennedy fan—and I still am, to this
day. And when President Kennedy
died, I became a big fan of Bobby
Kennedy, who of course was assassinated in 1968. And years later
when I was in the White House, I
had a painted portrait of President
Kennedy which I had framed and
had hung on my office wall when I
was working in the Reagan White
House—which was duly noted
at a point in the New York Times.
[laughs] I had so memorized Robert Kennedy’s speeches that when
then Senator Biden, who was running for president in 1987, in the
set of judiciary hearings that were
going after Ronald Reagan’s nomination of Robert Bork to the Supreme Court, was then being called
out for plagiarism from during his
presidential campaign—for plagiarizing from a British Labour Party
leader, Neil Kinnock from Wales…
[gives examples of the similar
wording in the two speeches]. The
Dukakis campaign came up with a
video of Kinnock saying the lines
from his speech and then Biden
saying nearly the exact same thing.
But so I had noticed that he had
also plagiarized from a Robert
Kennedy speech and had watched
him do it on CSPAN. And so when
they [the Biden campaign] said
“he doesn’t do this,” I had contacted the New York Times and given
them my Robert Kennedy records
and matched his speech with what
Biden had said [which is when
the New York Times noted Lord’s
portrait of President Kennedy in
his White House office].
Then what did you think when
Melania Trump copied from
Michelle Obama’s DNC speech?

Yeah, well, it’s never a good thing.
But for Melania—it was her
speechwriter that did that. And I
actually know the speechwriter. I
was pretty mad at the time about
that. But I know the speechwriter
and she’s a good person. And she’s
worked for Donald Trump for
years and she just apparently in
her notes forgot to put the quote
marks there. And that’s what she
says and I have no reason to disbelieve her. But I can just tell you, it
is never a good thing, particularly
in this day and age, to make those
kinds of mistakes. Particularly if
you’re running for president of the
United States, somebody out there
will pick it up in a nano-second
and there will be video out there in
two seconds. This doesn’t involve
plagiarism, but actually President
Clinton was out on the campaign
trail and he was going after Donald
Trump for his slogan, “Make America Great Again”…implying that
it was somehow suddenly racist.
Well, I don’t think two hours went
by before somebody found a clip of
Bill Clinton himself when he was
campaigning for president in 1992
saying that he wanted to “make
America great again” and saying it
again when he was campaigning
for Hillary in 2008. [laughs] But
the point is, you just need to be extraordinarily careful when you go
out there, no matter who you are.
Did F&M influence your political views at all? Did they ever
change during that time? They
actually became gradually more
conservative during that time. One
of the things I noticed that disturbed me was, that I also see a lot
of today, but I think it was just sort
of beginning when I was at Franklin & Marshall partially due to the
Vietnam War, though was not only
occurring at Franklin & Marshall—but one day I was sitting
in the cafeteria eating lunch and
for some reason, and I don’t know
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JEFF LORD: The American Spectator journalist talks ‘transformation
to conservatism,’ immigration, ‘basket of deplorables’ remark
continued from page 2
that we had military recruiters on
campus, but for whatever reason
two military people walked in to
get lunch and some kid, who was
sort of famously among his peers
a “druggie,” had his face painted
and this sort of thing, and he got
up and was doing cartwheels behind them and mocking them and
everything. And I have to say, I saw
that and I thought, you know, “hey,
this is not a funny thing.” I mean
you can agree or disagree with the
Vietnam War, but these are people
who are out there putting their
lives on the line to protect the rest
of us. And to me, it was a question of values. I was picking up
from some people in the day…this
feeling of contempt for the values
of our parents’ generation, what
we now call “the greatest generation.” The people who had come
up through the Depression and
who had fought in World War II
and worked very hard to get their
kids, kids like me, into F&M to get a
good education. In retrospect, I began to sense this and now, I think
this is deeply overt. As a matter of
fact, the other day I wrote a column about Hillary Clinton and this
“basket of deplorables” thing. And
I went back and took a look at the
famous speech she gave when she
graduated in 1969 at Wellesley,
that got her national attention in
the day, and in essence, it was the
same kind of sentiment that I’m
talking about. As a baby boomer I
recognized it instantly. And I just
think now this is a really big thing
that has morphed into political
correctness and all of this kind of
thing. There’s a real divergence
here in views. And when you listen
to her give that “basket of deplorables” remark, what fascinated me
was not that she said it, because
I think she totally believes it and

has believed it all of her adult life,
so in essence Donald Trump has
nothing to do with it, but it was
the response from the audience.
I mean, they cheered and they
laughed. And these were wealthy
people. I mean, Barbra Streisand
was there. You just get this sense
of superiority from them that just
reeks. And I just thought, nothing
has changed here…just the typical
left-wing baby boomer generation.
That kind of thing is what turned
me gradually into more of a conservative.
But that’s very interesting…
that a more liberal atmosphere
turned you into more of a conservative at college. I mean, so
often for college students, it’s
the other way around. Right.
And for a while, as I say, I did
march that one march and went
down to Washington. [Lord then
notes the afro he had in college, a
fact he said he had to prove to Anderson Cooper of CNN’s Anderson
Cooper 360 by bringing pictures to
set at CNN studios. He says Cooper
laughed.]
I want to go back to something
you said earlier about Clinton
and this sense of wealth and superiority. Do you not think that
Trump often gives off the same
attitude through the constant
bragging about his wealth, etc.?
I think a lot of people do view
him as having a sense of superiority over others. No, I don’t, I
mean I know him, and I don’t see
that in him at all. I think he really
identifies with working class people. And I think the reason for this,
and I’ve actually heard one of his
kids talk about it, is that when he
was growing up his father brought
him to all these construction sites
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Jeffrey Lord pictured in his Franklin & Marshall Class of 1973 yearbook.

and he spent a lot of time hanging
out with the people who actually
built the buildings, and really got
to like them. And I see that reflected in him to this day. I’ve been to
two Trump rallies in Pennsylvania.
And those are exactly the kind
of people who show up. I mean
they really feel that people have
taken them for granted for a very
long time. They see in him their
champion. That he will take no
guff. That he doesn’t look down
on them. That he really is one of
them, like one of the phrases out
there, “the blue-collar billionaire.”
And number one, I think he actually thinks that way. And number
two, I think people actually do see
him that way, both pro and con.
I think that one of the problems
you have—and to some degree
this was a problem for George W.
Bush—when you come from the
kind of background that Donald
Trump comes from or that George
W. Bush came from, in the minds
of a lot of people who go to good
schools like Yale, or Harvard, or the
Wharton School of Finance, you’re
supposed to be a liberal. And when
you turn out not to be, to borrow a
phrase that was used about Franklin Roosevelt in a different context,
they are viewed as “traitors to
their class.” And by class, I mean
educational class. Their intellectual class, if you will. And I think
Donald Trump is viewed very
much that way by a lot of people
and that’s why they have so much
contempt for him.

This past spring at F&M there
was an issue on campus that
we covered here at The College
Reporter, in which many students felt uncomfortable with
Trump signs appearing around
campus and feared that these
signs might be off-putting to
potential students on tours of
the campus. What do you think
of this? Do you understand why
students would feel unwelcome
or not accepted by these signs
or no? [Laughs] To be perfectly
candid, I think it’s silly. I mean,
coming from an era at F&M when
signs of all kinds were all over the
place. We had the protest tree…
and this was covered with all kinds
of signs: about the war, about race,
about peace, about Nixon, I mean,
everything. I mean kids while I was
there were not silent, were not shy,
and signs were put up everywhere
about people’s political views. And
suddenly now, to think that this is
changed to the point that people
are getting so uncomfortable…God,
they sound like my parents when
they saw all of the stuff going on at
F&M when I was a student. To me,
I just think that’s frankly ridicu-

lous. We have a first amendment
right and we have free speech. People are going to say things that are
offensive, believe me, they were
out in force at Franklin & Marshall
when I was there. If this kind of
view had prevailed in the 1960s
and 1970s it would have shut
down the civil rights movement,
the anti-war and feminist movements. I mean I would find this
a real retreat—if there was one
thing I did enjoy it was the complete freedom to speak out and
that they [the students at F&M]
did speak out. And a lot of them
were anti-establishment. I actually
retained a lot of that anti-establishment view that’s merged into conservatism at this point. But, wow.
If that’s making people upset, then
[laughs] I just find that amazingly
silly, and also dangerous.
F&M has made a commitment to
respond to the financial needs of
undocumented students. What
are your views on that then? Do
you think a liberal arts college
like F&M shouldn’t be doing
that? Well, first of all, America,
as I say often on CNN, is the one
country in the world where 100%
of the population is descended
from immigrants. There isn’t
anybody in America who is not
descended from an immigrant. No
one. So that’s the whole point of
the country. The country is based
on principles of freedom and
liberty—which are color blind,
and gender blind, and nationality
blind. The only question at hand
is—just wait in line and come in
legally. That’s the point. I really
don’t know anything about the
F&M policies, so I don’t think it’s a
good idea for me to comment. But
one, just in general, Donald Trump
is decidedly not anti-immigrant.
All he’s saying is that the illegal immigration system is not good. It’s
certainly unfair for people who are
coming here and waiting their turn
and doing all the right things. And
two, the legal immigration system
is clearly broken when you have
this woman who came to San Bernardino and they didn’t even check
her. She came in on a K-1 fiancée
visa it’s called and they didn’t even
bother to check her social media
postings in which she expressed
her intent to come here and commit jihad. And she winds up killing
14 people. This makes no sense.
The system is clearly broken and it
has to be fixed, but fixed in such a
way that it gets started and people come in here and they come
in here correctly, that’s all. I listen
to people who are so horrified by
that, but then you ask: “Well do
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JEFF LORD: Author of The Borking Rebellion on Democratic Party’s history with race,
meeting Donald Trump
continued from page 3

for this stuff. Secondly, as I remind
my friend Van Jones, the Ku Klux
you have locks on your doors?” It’s Klan, as historians will tell you,
kind of the same thing. I mean if I
was formed as the military arm of
put a notice in the paper that said
the Democratic Party. If you take
“everybody come to Kimberly’s
a look at the 1924 Democratic
house at 5 o’clock, she’ll supply
Convention for example, which
everything, don’t worry, the door
was called the “Klan Bake,” and
is open,” you or whoever else there why was it called that? Because
would be justifiably upset. As
there was a proposal to denounce
Trump says, this is a country and
the Klan and they couldn’t bring
we have borders…we have borders themselves to do it. And the reason
internally, all over the place. And
they couldn’t bring themselves to
when I look at a newspaper like
do it is that so many of the delethe New York Times that are so
gates to the Democratic National
aghast by this, I can only tell you,
Convention were Klan members.
to get into the New York Times you In today’s world, David Duke was
have to provide an I.D. and you
a big supporter, as was President
have to go past security guards—
Obama, and Nancy Pelosi in the
they have borders. This is just
day, of Occupy Wall Street. And
ridiculous. So all we’re saying is,
why? Because, she’s a left-winger
just fix it. So then we don’t get peo- and he’s an anti-Semite. And there
ple in here who are determined to was no denunciation of David
kill people. I mean this just seems
Duke by the president or Speaker
pretty elemental. People have to be Pelosi. This is just a false equivasafe here.
lent. The point that I keep trying to
make is that the Democratic Party,
This year especially, F&M had
from its founding, is the party of
been making the discussion
race. People are obsessed with it.
of gender but mostly race, and
[At this point, Lord notes his 2008
the illumination of prejudices,
article in The American Spectaa focal point through speakers,
tor, “Democrats: The Missing
such as in Common Hour, or
Years” in which he chronicles the
events like our upcoming Day
Democratic Party’s history with
of Dialogue, where the campus
racism and race: http://spectator.
community will come together
org/43179_democrats-missing-years/
to listen and reflect on issues
] They were on record supporting
like race. And so when people
slavery and then segregation. They
like David Duke and members
had six platforms that endorsed
of hate groups like the KKK are
slavery; they had another 20 that
so supportive of Donald Trump, either supported segregation
that turns a lot of people off
outright or were silent on it. They
to him…Well first of all, Donald
opposed anti-lynching laws, they
Trump has long ago denounced
were the Ku Klux Klan, and the
David Duke, I mean as far back as
only difference now is, they do this
2000…
with all races. They obsess about
them; everything is race-based.
But so you believe their support The whole illegal immigration
is not reflective of the candidate business is about skin color from
at all? No, I don’t. And first of all,
their perspective. It’s always about
not only did Donald Trump deskin color. I’m sure we’ll be talking
nounce him as a racist and a bigot
about this with my friend Paul
in 2000 in a Today Show interview Begala on the 14th [the F&M Homewith Matt Lauer, I mean that’s 16
coming event “2016 Presidential
years ago, he’s long been on record Election Perspectives” with Jeffrey

Lord and Paul Begala on Friday,
October 14] but I just think this is
the party of race and they want to
create America in perpetuity based
on race and I think it’s immoral
and I think it’s wrong, you know,
and I keep saying so.
Who were you referring to when
you said “and he’s an anti-Semite”? David Duke.
Okay, I just wanted to clarify.
And Donald Trump, for the record,
just so you know, his son-in-law is
Jewish. His daughter Ivanka is Jewish. His grandchildren are Jewish.
He has executives in his company
who universally say he’s never
shown an ounce of anti-Semitism.
Oh, yes I know. And I know this
is out there already, but just so
I can cover it for the audience
at F&M, how did you first meet
Donald Trump and how did you
end up becoming a spokesperson for him? I had written about
him in 2013. I had written a column called “Never Ignore Donald
Trump”
[http://spectator.org/53935_never-ignore-donald-trump/] and it was
prompted because somebody at
The American Spectator had written a little blog post saying that
Donald Trump had said, maybe it
was to Matt Lauer, that he might
run for president in 2016. And this
person at the Spectator wrote a
little blog post saying “he’s always
says this,” in essence that “he
always says this type of thing and
he’s never tried to do it so can’t
we ignore him this time?” And I
knew somebody who was a friend
of Donald Trump and through that
maybe they got my email because
my email is always attached to my
columns. I woke up one morning
on a weekend to an email from
him [Trump’s friend] about the
post saying it was BS I hadn’t seen
the post so I didn’t know what he
was talking about at the time. But I
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Jeffrey Lord pictured above with CNN anchor Anderson Cooper of Anderson Cooper 360, one of the many CNN news
shows Lord makes appearances on as a political commentator.

thought, you know, I’ll write about
Donald Trump. I mean, I’ve read
his books, I mean I knew who he
was and everything. And to my
surprise, a note came in to The
American Spectator for me from
Donald Trump thanking me for
the column. And the point of my
column was that he’s a very accomplished guy, and if he does run
for president, don’t underestimate
him. And then there were a couple
of other columns that I did of my
own initiative without any prompting by anybody on Trump University because I thought the New
York state attorney was a scam
artist. And so I did some investigating and wrote a column and some
time after that to my surprise, on
the Saturday of a Labor Day weekend in 2013 Donald Trump himself
called me. [laughs] And you know
how when you pick up the phone
and somebody says hello and says
something to you and you recognize the voice but you’re not quite
sure who it is? And this voice says
“Jeffrey?” And I said: “Yes?” And I
was thinking to myself, “why do
I recognize this voice?” And then
he said: “This is Donald Trump.”
And I burst out laughing, in all
candor. And I said, “well Donald,
you didn’t have to call.” And then
we just started talking and talking,
and we just hit it off. And unbeknownst to me, later the Spectator
had selected him for an award that
they give on occasion called the T.
Boone Pickens Award named after
the oil man, the entrepreneur from
Texas. The American Spectator has
a dinner, one of these Washington
fundraising dinners, every year
and they had selected him for the
award and chose this other speaker for the event: Ted Cruz. [laughs]
Which in 2013, who would have
thought where this was going to
go, right? So the Spectator asked
me if I would introduce him
[Donald Trump] and I said sure,
and then I got a call from his office
asking if I would come to New York
and fly down with him to Washington. And I told them I’d get back
to them, see what I could do here
arrangement wise. To be perfectly
candid, I was thinking of not doing
it because I just live in Harrisburg,
right? I’ve made this trip a zillion
times in my professional career.
And it’s only two hours away and
I thought, “Why do this?” And by
chance a cousin called, because
you know I’m taking care of my
mom who’s 97 and she called me
to check on her and she said, “So
anything new?” And I told her
about the thing. And she said,
“Wait, so you’re not going to do it?”
And she says, “Look I’m coming to
your house,” she lives in Binghamton, New York, and said, “I’m com-
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JEFF LORD: Political strategist discusses Donald Trump as executive,
his work as CNN commentator
continued from page 4
ing to the house and I’ll take care
of her, you go, you go and do this.” I
got up at the crack of dawn, drove
to Washington, parked the car,
took the train to New York, went
to Trump Tower, they took me
right into his office, he was in there
reviewing some pictures of a golf
course opening in the Bronx, as a
matter of fact, that the city of New
York could not get done and asked
him to do and he got it done. There
were pictures of him with Jack
Nicklaus and Mayor Bloomberg
and he was looking over everything with people. Then the other
people left and he took me up to
his penthouse there in Trump
Tower and he went up to change
his shirt. His security guy was
giving me a sort of walk-through
tour of his place—which is amazing, to say the least. [laughs] Then
he came down, we hopped in a car,
were driven to LaGuardia and got
on one of his smaller planes, not
that big famous 757, but a smaller
one. And you know, we talked all
the way. I mean, I was really genuinely interested to talk to him. He’s
very charming, he’s very down
to earth. My parents being New
Yorkers themselves, and my entire
extended family is from Eastern
Long Island, culturally-speaking,
it’s very easy to understand him.
We had a funny moment on there
because as we were getting ready
to land he went to get up to freshen up and he sits down in front of
me and he points to his hair and
pushes his hair back and he says,
“Now I don’t get it about the hair.
Everybody’s fascinated about the
hair.” And he pulls it back from his
forehead, and it’s his hair, there’s
no question about it, and he says to
me, “I’m worth 10 billion dollars.
Don’t you think with that much
money, if I had a toupee, I could get
a better one than this?” [laughs]
Which I thought, you know, was
very funny and I laughed. And then
we get there and some of his staff
people were there and picked us
up. These were business people,
you know, he wasn’t running for
president at that point, and so
these were business staffers from
The Trump Organization. And
what I found interesting was, you
know, he’s suddenly in executive
mode. And they had a project
going somewhere in northern Virginia, a golf course or some such
thing, and he’s peppering them
with questions, what about this,
what about that, what about access
rights, all technical kinds of things
that you have to do, he was very
much the executive. And we got in
there and went to the dinner thing
and afterwards he said he’d call me
and I thought, you know, “probably

not,” but the next day he did call.
And so ever since we’ve had this
relationship.

Do you think the public has
been able to see him in “executive mode”? Do you think that
they’re able to judge him appropriately? Well actually I don’t in
some ways. I think what they see,
and I understand why this happens because I worked for President Reagan and I saw this stuff at
work when he was just candidate
Reagan, I mean Ronald Reagan was
a movie star, literally, and a television star—and people get swept
up in this whole celebrity thing
and tend to look at these people
in that fashion without acknowledging their genuine abilities. I
mean Ronald Reagan had been I
think seven times the president of
the Screen Actors Guild, in other
words, the chief executive and was
then the governor of California
twice, and a successful one, those
were important things. And Donald Trump has built this enormous
organization which he runs and
as he told me himself, his father
told him not to go into Manhattan real estate because they were
Brooklyn and Queens people and
that Manhattan was, you know, the
very upscale thing and it was very
different and that he should just
stay in Brooklyn and Queens and
he didn’t want to do it. He tells me
he had rented out an apartment
in a Manhattan building, printed
up cards that said “The Trump
Organization,” and the only one
in it was him. And then he set out
buying and selling real estate and
making himself what he’s become
and I think a lot of people don’t see
that. I think they see the guy from
The Apprentice, the T.V. star, the T.V.
personality. And I don’t criticize

people for it—I just think it’s sort
of a fact of life when you come out
of that section of the world. It is
what it is.

If Trump is elected president,
would you want to play a role in
his administration? Or would
you prefer to continue what
you’re doing now? Well I really
enjoy what I’m doing at CNN. I
have a great time and it’s like a
family, if you will. I’ve gotten to
know all the different anchors’
personalities, and you know as
it happens, like this happens in
campaigns too, where people are
sort of in a cocoon together as they
travel around the country together and they do, in our case, all of
these television shows and spend
all this time together on camera
and off camera—and I really enjoy
it. I’ve been in the White House,
I know what it is, you know. You
have to be up at the crack of dawn
and you get home late at night
seven days a week and all of that
kind of thing. So we’ll see down
the road. But for the time being—I
think I might just stick right here.
As a CNN political commentator,
you’re paid by just CNN then
and not the Trump campaign,
correct? Correct. That was always
the case. I’ve never been paid by
Donald Trump for anything.

So if you disagreed with something that Trump said, and you
were asked about it on television, would you say you disagreed? Sure, sure. And I forget
what issue it was, but it might have
been the banning of the Washington Post from his plane or something like that and I disagreed. And
the reporters from the Washington
Post had a headline that said some-
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Jeffrey Lord has always loved politics. Pictured above is Lord, as a junior in
college, running as a candidate for a delegate seat to the 1972 GOP Convention.

thing like, “A miracle, Jeffrey Lord
disagrees with Trump.” [laughs]

Right. And I was just asking
because I think Corey Lewandowski has some kind of non-disclosure agreement. Right, and
I don’t know what his agreement
is but I don’t have that. I’ve never
worked for the Trump campaign
or his business. No, this was just
me getting to know Donald Trump
and listening to Donald Trump and
to be perfectly candid, listening
to people in central Pennsylvania
where I live—now outside that
“Washington-New York bubble”—
and realizing that the kinds of
things he was talking to me about
and the kinds of things that I was
hearing in ordinary, everyday
conversation were, you know,
similar. And I thought that if he
ever did run, he would be a very,
very powerful candidate because
I had certainly sensed that he was
expressing a lot of the sentiments
that regular folks out there were
expressing. And if the two ever
came together, it would be a very
powerful combination and that has
proved to be the case.

Knowing him on a personal level, do you completely approve
of how he’s conducted himself
during the campaign? Sure, I
mean, here’s the thing that bothers
me, that came to bother me, about
Washington. And I worked there a
long time and have a lot of friends
there. Washington has become
filled with what I call, for better
or worse, the “political class.” And
that applies to both parties, Republican and Democrat, and these are
people, and I was one of them, they
work together, they socialize together, they live in the same neighborhoods, they talk to one another
all the time, and it’s like a bubble.
And Donald Trump is not from that
class, if you will. He is an outsider.
And as such, some of the things he
says are shocking to these people.
But point and fact, these are things
I hear from regular people. When
he talks about illegal immigration,
I mean I hear this kind of thing
from regular people. When he
talks about Obamacare—now that
I have some name recognition or
face recognition and I get stopped
by people and actually some guy
stopped me in the grocery store,
he recognized me, and he had had
a stroke, and he had to deal with
Obamacare and this guy just went
off about Obamacare and all the
problems it created in his life—I
mean, he was really upset—those
are the kinds of things that I pay
attention to. And I think the people
inside Washington just don’t get
it because they’re sort of sealed
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JEFF LORD: Former White House associate political director expresses views on fact
checking, talks coping with criticism, returning for F&M Homecoming
continued from page 5
off from all of this. And so therefore, when Donald Trump says A,
B, or C that upsets things, I think
sometimes way too much is made
of it and I think its part of this
political correctness stuff which
is just, to me, borders on fascism.
That people are going to silence
you if you don’t say things in a
correct fashion. And it’s not just
Donald Trump—you know, Rush
Limbaugh said something and they
want him off the air, or somebody
says something and they’re going
to throw him out of what, some
college or baseball team, there was
this guy who was just thrown off of
the Seattle Mariners baseball team
for the rest of the season because
of some dopey tweet. I mean, I just
think this is way out of hand here.
And I actually think his political
incorrectness is part of what fuels
his campaign. That there’s so many
people now that have experienced
this in some fashion and it’s not
limited to colleges anymore, it’s
out there in the land and people
don’t like it.
You had told CNN’s Brian Stelter
that the fact checking website
PolitiFact’s fact checking analyses were an “elitist, media type
thing.” What do you see as the
role of the media in covering
campaigns and do you think
journalists and political commentators have a responsibility
to fact check statements made
by the candidate they are supporting? Do you have faith in
any fact checking organizations?
Oh yes, I believe very much in the
free press. I mean, check away.
But I’m just saying that some of
these fact checking organizations
have been looked into by different

conservative groups and have been
found to be liberally biased and are
politically tilted, as it were. So that
what is the “fact” is in the eye of
the beholder and this discussion is
being had for the debate tonight. I
just don’t think that the moderator
or moderators of these debates
should be fact checking. I mean,
there’s 300 million some-odd
people in this country, we’re the
fact checkers. Let the columnists
write, let the pundits pundit, let
the neighbors talk, let the kitchen
talk begin tomorrow or tonight as
soon as this goes off the air. But it’s
not the business, in my view, for
the moderator to do it. Let us do it.
You do it, let your friends do it, let
your parents do it, let all of America do it and then we’ll use our
judgment. And it’s up to the other
candidate, if they think something
is not factual, to hold that candidate responsible—to go after them
for it. That, to me, is the way you
do this—not have some reporter,
like Candy Crowley did correcting
Mitt Romney, and I think it turned
out her correction was not correct
as I recall. So facts can be, as John
Adams once said—President Reagan used to quote John Adams—as
saying “facts are stubborn things.”
But facts can also be not facts,
they can be subjective presentations—which is what I was trying
to convey.
Being on CNN, and as you’ve
said, now that you have some
recognition, or face recognition,
and now that people know who
you are and some of the things
you’ve said and what you stand
for, there has been a lot of criticism of you. And some of that
criticism has been personal. Has
any particularly harsh criticism

of you had any impact on your
personal life? How do you sometimes cope going on T.V. every
night being exposed to that kind
of criticism? No, it doesn’t. You
know Harry Truman had a famous
saying: “If you can’t stand the heat,
get out of the kitchen.” And I’ve
been around public life my entire
life, my parents did it on a local
level. And again, going back to
the Kennedy thing, the Kennedys
urged people, urged my generation, to jump in and do this and
take the criticism. Robert Kennedy used to quote Oliver Wendell
Holmes, I think that the quote is:
“I think that, as life is action and
passion, it is required of a man that
he should share the passion and
action of his time at peril of being
judged not to have lived.” I believe
that. So this is why I get along so
well with a lot of my CNN friends
who disagree with me, because I
have total respect for them. Van
Jones, Paul Begala— these are
good, decent people. We just happen to disagree. And there’s more
to life than politics. [laughs] You
know, there’s a lot more to life than
politics. So if people are going to
criticize me, I mean, I’m fair game.
I’m out there on my own steam
and so be it, and so is everybody
else for that matter.
So do you find working at CNN
stressful at all? F&M has a big
Government Department, there
are lots of GOV majors and
people who want to go into this
line of work—do you have any
advice for how to cope with
stress on that level for people
who are maybe interested in
exploring similar fields? Let the
criticism roll off your back. If it’s
sincere, good criticism, learn from
it. If people are just being political,
let the water roll off the duck’s
back, as it were. My perspective is,
that this all “wraps fish” [reference
to the 1999 film Notting Hill]. It’s
different in the age of the Internet,
in the sense that it’s going to wrap
Internet fish and it will be out
there forever. But to be perfectly
candid, if you’re so rattled by this
stuff, you shouldn’t even be close
to this kind of thing.

Do you prepare for your appearances on CNN independently?
Yes. Yes, I mean they’ll tell me,
and others, that the topics are A,
B, and C. And then I’ll do my own
research on A, B, and C and be
prepared when I go on.
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Lord on the CNN panel before going live, with CNN anchor Erin Burnett of Erin
Burnett OutFront, at the 2016 GOP Convention in Cleveland, Ohio.

Do you ever go home after
being on air and wish you had
responded differently to something or made different arguments? Always. [laughs] Always.
You always think, “Oh I should

have said this or that.” And I think
that’s fairly common. I mean if you
work hard at this and you want to
do a good job and you’re always
thinking, you’re always replaying
the night’s episode in your head.
And you’re always thinking, “I
should have said this or had this
response.” But I don’t let that worry me because I think that’s pretty
normal and I imagine everybody
has some version of that going on.

And I only have one more question, really. You’ll be here for
F&M’s Homecoming weekend
as a featured speaker on Friday,
October 14th. Have you been
back to F&M frequently? I was
back a few years ago for my class
reunion, for the Class of ’73. In the
beginning I went every year because I had friends who were still
there. But then the further you get
from it, time-wise, you learn that
unless you’ve got your own friends
to sort of organize your own “lets
go out to dinner” thing, then you
sort of meld that together in whatever time you all have.
What are you looking forward
to when you come back here?
Seeing old friends, seeing some of
my old professors, those that are
still around, and you know just
walking around campus seeing
what changes have been made
since I was last there. And talking
with anyone who wants to talk,
you know, it’s a lot of fun. I’m looking forward to the discussion with
my friend, Paul Begala, we’ll have a
great time.
And one more final thing, what
do you hope students will get
out of that discussion with Paul
Begala? Oh, I think how to, number one, have a political conversation and still be friends, which we
very much are, and then whatever
political substance that they want
to take from Paul or from me.
Senior Kimberly Givant is the
Editor-in-Chief. Her email is
kgivant@fandm.edu.

**This is an alumnus interview
feature. Controversial follow-up
questions were limited due to the
nature of the article, time constraints, and The College Reporter’s
desire to keep news features as unbiased as possible. If you would like
to express an opinion or response
to any part of this interview, please
do so through journalistic means
by sending a letter to the editor to
reporter@fandm.edu. Please be
respectful and refrain from sending
your reactions to the interviewer
personally.**
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Staff writer shares her thoughts on recent Presidential Debate
BY ALEX PINSK
Staff Writer
mpinsk@fandm.edu

Last Monday night, September
26, we all watched as Hillary Clinton
and Donald Trump faced off during
the presidential debate that took place
at Hofstra University at 9p.m. EST.
Moderated by Lester Holt, anchor
for NBC Nightly News, the debate
lasted an hour and a half and was
split up into six 15-minute pieces.
Discussion topics on the table were
‘America’s Direction,’ ‘Achieving

Prosperity,’ and ‘Securing America.’
At this point in the election
season, generally, people have a
pretty good understanding about
each candidate’s stance on political
issues; we know more or less
on what subjects they agree and
disagree because we have read
articles, watched previous debates,
listened to the news, etc. In my
opinion, what we look for most
in these debates is the characters
of the candidates - their attitudes,
temperament, the way they respond

to their opponent. In other words,
we have known Clinton and Trump
for so long and are knowledgeable
about their policies, but one nasty
comment or crude joke can anger us,
can often make us consider the other
candidate. For example when the
two candidates consistently interrupt
each other or more significantly
when they interrupt the moderator,
I think many of us have a lesser
opinion of them.
From this debate, we were
supposed to learn about each
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Viewers tuned in to the first Presidential Debate between polarizing forces Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. The debate was
a spectacle of constant interruptions, mostly on the part of Trump. Viewers didn’t learn anything new this debate.

Full Staff Opinion

The importance of respectful dialogue...
This week’s College Reporter edition features an exclusive interview by our Editor-in-Chief Kimberly Givant with Jeffrey Lord, a CNN political commentator and F&M alumnus. One small comment Lord made in this interview really stood out to all of us here at The College Reporter, and
that was when he said he hopes students who attend the Homecoming event “2016 Presidential
Election Perspectives” will learn and recognize the importance of how to “have a political conversation and still be friends.” This is a concept that is really important to us at TCR. And this concept
need not only to apply to politics—social issues require this same kind of respectful dialogue. Free
press is a privilege we must not take for granted. The College Reporter functions in order to provide a space where F&M students can express themselves and share their perspectives—in order
to create a respectful dialogue in the written form for this community of active minds. We hope
students do not lose sight of the important purpose this college newspaper serves. Without it, a
crucial channel for this dialogue to take place will be blocked. We hope the students at Franklin
& Marshall will participate in the Day of Dialogue this Wednesday, October 5, and will continue
this dialogue in the future on campus, in the classroom, and by writing for The College Reporter.

candidate’s stance on improving
the US economy and employment,
foreign policy, and national security.
Arguably, we learned more about
the shortcomings of Trump and
Clinton according to the each
other. To be honest, what stood out
most to me was Trump’s comment
about how he has “a much better
temperament” than Clinton and
that his “strongest asset, maybe by
far is [his] temperament.” And this
has really absolutely nothing to do
with political issues. Statistically,
although many watch the debate for
the purpose of gaining insight into
the ideas of each potential candidate,
many also watch the debate because
they want to bash on the candidates
or laugh at them - because more
often than not, their bickering is
ridiculous and flat out hysterical.
On a different note, many go into
the the debate with prior knowledge
of who they are going to vote for.
They are just watching so that
they can look for notions of their
candidate that back their argument
or claims of the other candidate
that they can laugh at. First-year
Ally Damante says that debates are
“definitely more for entertainment
and yelling at the TV screen” than
anything else. I agree with this; I
think we enjoy the excitement of
it all. The on-screen bickering is
funny, and it’s enjoyable to watch
with someone with whom we can
banter.
So, does the debate really impact
the outcome of the election? The
short answer is that, statistically,
it is extremely difficult to figure
that out. However, the polls taken
after the debate demonstrate that
the majority of people, by a small
margin, who were unsure who to
vote for prior to the debate decided
they would vote for Trump. This is
interesting when we consider that
many news platforms claim that
Clinton was actually the winner
of the debate. I would say that the
debates do not have a huge influence
on the outcome of the election, but
they are still interesting and funny
to watch. Although we do get an
idea of the candidate’s characters,
I think we often think less of both
of them because they are forced
to defend themselves, sometimes
unsuccessfully, on accusations made
against them.
Are the debates informative and
useful when considering who to
vote for? I encourage you to watch
the next debate at Washington
University in St. Louis on Sunday,
October 9th at 8pm to answer that
question for yourself.
First-year Alex Pinsk is a staff writer.
Her email is mpinsk@fandm.edu.
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Professor Medvic talks 2016 presidential election, democracy at Common Hour
VANESSA CHEN
Contributing Writer

This week’s Common Hour
featured Government Professor
Stephen K. Medvic’s talk titled,
“The 2016 Election and the State
of American Democracy.” Medvic, who joined F&M College in
2002, has contributed political
analyses to multiple media outlets
such as NBC Nightly News, the
Washington News, and CNN.
To start his talk, Professor
Medvic first addressed the issue of political polarization, citing it as the key to understanding the uniqueness of this year’s
election. To explain polarization, Medvic introduced a scale
that grades politicians’ political
leanings based on policy voting records, 0 being moderate,
and an increase in number indicating a greater right-wing lean.
John C. Kunkel, a Republican
member of Congress for Pennsylvania who served in the 60’s,
received a grade of 0.129. The
average grade for Republicans in
Congress today is 0.5. Professor
Medvic also displayed a graph
which demonstrated that the difference between the Republican
and Democratic opinion has doubled since 1979.
Next, Professor Medvic presented six leading forecasts of
the election’s outcome. In the
past, forecasts tended to give

similar predictions, but for this
election, three predicted victory for the Republican candidate,
and three for the Democrat. Medvic explained that these forecasts
only consider factors that are out
of the candidate’s control, such
as the state of the economy, the
current president’s approval rating, how long a party has ruled in
the White House, if the party is
seeking a third term, and the general level of public dissatisfaction with government. However,
Professor Medvic states that “this
year is different; the candidates
matter.”
Professor Medvic proceeded to
compare the two candidates who
are “extremely unpopular by historical standards.” Clinton is rated to be more qualified, more caring, more level-headed, and more
experienced. Both candidates are
tied on leadership skills, with
Trump being rated more trustworthy.
Clinton runs a more successful
campaign by conventional standards, and she spends more money on the campaign. However,
neither are doing very well. Professor Medvic mentioned a poll
that showed that 5% of the population in the past disliked both
presidential candidates, but for
this election, the number jumped
to 35%. Professor Medvic said
that historically, there are 40 sol-
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Professor Medvic spoke at Common Hour about political polarization and factors
that make this election different, including high unpopularity of the candidates.

id states—meaning they always
vote for the same party. If the
solid states vote the same, Clinton holds a huge advantage. But
this year, solid states might vote
differently due to the candidates
personally. Additionally, voter turnouts are hard to predict.
There could be a “wave” election,
meaning supporters of third parties can vote for Trump in hopes
of change.
Professor Medvic stated that
Americans today are more ideologically divided and resentful
toward the other party, and this
is shown through how both candidates are extremely disliked.
There is a negative partisanship,
in which partisans remain neutral to their own parties, but have
increased resentment toward the
other parties.
Medvic pointed out that polarization is not a recent phenomenon, but has happened in the
past as well, such as during the

Antebellum Period. In fact, there
are many countries that are more
polarized than America, such as
Germany and Japan. However, it
is unhealthy to demonize the other party based on personal feelings rather than to critique based
on policy. Medvic said, “Democracy for sure needs parties, but
they have to be healthy parties…
and right now we don’t have
healthy parties.” Medvic exposed
the American fantasy in which
democracy exists without parties,
but the paradox of the fantasy is
that divided parties are the inevitable result of democracy.
To conclude his talk, Professor
Medvic expressed that an ethical
partisan stands up for their views,
but is aware of their limited perception, and are willing to see the
other party’s point of view.
Sophomore Vanessa Chen is a
contributing writer. Her email is
wchen1@fandm.edu.

Writing Center hosts inaugural Story Slam event with ‘food’ theme
SHIRA GOULD
Staff Writer

This past Friday, September
30, at 7 p.m., the Writing Center
and the Writers House co-hosted
their first Story Slam, held at the
Writing Center in Diagnothian
Hall on the Franklin & Marshall
College campus. About twelve
people were in attendance, ready
to support Franklin & Marshall’s
most passionate writers. Three
people read their works relating
the the theme of “food.”
The subjects of the stories
ranged from World War II, to the

best cups of coffee, to overcoming an eating disorder. The audience listened in awe while one
author read a chapter from her
book about the dynamic between
the best friend and wife of a husband who left during WWII. The
room was silent; people were absorbing every word.
Next, a man took the stand to
discuss his struggles with an eating disorder. It was a relatable
and funny portrayal of the strange
relationship with food that the author had.
Lastly was a witty adaptation

of a short story about the best,
or worst, cups of coffee and the
memories that accompany them.
With each new description, the
speaker took a sip of his own cup,
putting the audience in the scene
of the performance.
The atmosphere was calm and
comfortable, with dim lighting,
apple cider, and donuts. First-year
Julia Sapienza attended the event
and said, “It was cool that everyone was supporting each other.
Even though there weren’t
many people who read, everyone
was still very supportive of one

another. It was nice having people come together to share their
writing.” The event was the perfect way to unwind after a long
week and welcome a rainy, fall
weekend.
The Writing Center is deciding
how often to hold the event. They
are thinking about hosting it once
a month, but it will also depend
on how many people will want to
read in the future.
First-year Shira Gould is a staff
writer. Her email is sgould@
fandm.edu.
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The Magnificent Seven fits film genre, lacks depth, profound dialogue
Washington, Pratt, Hawke make up star studded cast in new Western drama
Film Review
The Magnificent Seven
By Preman Koshar
The Magnificent Seven, directed by Antoine Fuqua of Training
Day fame, is a classic example of a
modern western remake. While the
original was actually about samurai, and not cowboys, the essential
gist of a lawless land filled with
polarized “good” and “bad” people
is very much the same.
One of The Magnificent Seven’s
high points is its cinematography.
The shots were fluid enough to be
interesting and beautiful while not
so artsy as to distract from the film
itself. Landscapes and wide shots
abound, and add a lot of scale to
the film. I have also heard reports
that these shots are particularly
stunning in IMAX, though I myself did not view the film in that
format.
The acting was not particularly
impressive, the emotions and facial
expressions almost predictable…
though it didn’t really matter—it
is a shoot-‘em-up action flick, after all. Nobody goes to these films
wanting to see something profound
or emotional or real.
The score was pretty good, not
too overstated or dramatic, while
increasing the intensity of important scenes. It generally stayed in
the background, as it should in this
kind of movie. The plot was extremely predictable until the very
end; I felt like I could tell what
would happen next after every

good and bad. John Wayne and
Clint Eastwood may have been able
to get away with that (and, albeit,
do it well), but that doesn’t mean
that their simplistic plot choices
have to define the entire genre.
The dialogue also went the John
Wayne route, unfortunately, and
most of the lines were simplistic,
cheesy one-liners that made me
feel dumber after having heard
them. But they served their purpose—they drove the high-quality
action scenes forward at a breakneck pace, and that might be okay. I
will say that the action scenes were
top-notch, and had, surprisingly, a
lot of variety. The set piece for the
final scenes was very well orchestrated and intriguingly dynamic.
All in all, The Magnificent Seven was a decent action film with
beautiful cinematography and set
staging plagued by predictable and
simplistic characters, dialogue, and
overall plot. It was, nonetheless, a
very enjoyable film to watch—a
fun film—but if you’re looking for
originality, or emotional connection, you’re not going to find it.
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The Magnificent Seven is a remake of a 1960s movie of the same name, which is also
an American remake of Seven Samuri, a Japanese film, which came out in 1954.

scene.
The deaths near the end were a
bit surprising, however, and helped
to redeem the film in this category.
The characters were also very ste-

reotypical and one-sided. The bad
guys were very bad indeed, and the
good guys very good. How about
a little gray area, huh? Today’s audiences deserve more than simply

Junior Preman Koshar is the Arts
& Entertainment Editor. His email
is pkoshar@fandm.edu.

Review Rating:

B

The Magnificent Seven is entertaining and
fits in the mold of Western action films yet
lacks depth.

The Onion Dip: The Satirical Column of The College Reporter

Nearing end of second term, President Obama having trouble delegating authority
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By David Martin
WASHINGTON—Sources close
to President Obama report that,
lately, POTUS has had a lot of
trouble delegating authority,
even on the most menial of
tasks. They cite numerous exam-

ples including when just a week
ago President Obama, looking
out the Oval Office window,
muttered “Oh they’re completely
screwing it up,” in reference to
two White House gardeners that
were filling mulch in around a
tree.

To the chagrin of multiple aides,
President Obama marched out
to the lawn, grabbed a gardener’s shovel, and began to fill
in mulch. Top aid Aaron Cole
pleaded with the President, “Sir
there’s really no need for you
to do that I’m sure one of the
gardeners will be—”
“They’re just not doing it right,
it has to be just …. like …. this”
President Obama interjected.
Sources say this isn’t the only
time the President has done this
in the past few months. He’s also
been rumored to have personally led three White House tours,
vacuumed the Oval Office floor,
and drove his kids to school on
multiple occasions.
The inability to delegate even
the simplest of tasks to his army
of workers has led many to wonder if this is potentially related
to anxiety over his second term

coming to a close. One source
commented, “He’s afraid of leaving his baby (the White House),
I mean, when you look at who
might take the reins, can you
blame him?”
Fox News has even speculated he might have trouble
giving up the White House next
year. Such commentary would
seem sensational had President
Obama not given fuel to the fire
in a recent [http://www.cnn.
com/2015/07/28/politics/
obama-third-term-win-ethiopia/ ] in his home country of
Ethiopia.
The President is reported to
have said, “I think if I ran again, I
could win.” Obviously this President has some serious fears
about leaving power. Let’s just
hope this madman is stopped
before this great country is ruined any more than it already is.
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The F&M Men’s Soccer Team starts out season strong
with six wins. Read more below...
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The sport’s world remembers Arnold Palmer and
Jose Fernandez. Read more below...

Franklin & Marshall Sports

Men’s Soccer starts season strong, hopes to compete in NCAA playoffs
BY GABBY GOODWIN
Contributing Writer

Six wins. One loss. Three ties.
This is F&M Men’s Soccer’s current record as they progress into
the second half of their season
looking to add to their winning
record and compete in the NCAA
Playoffs.
On Saturday, September 24, the
men’s soccer team played an exciting game against Washington
at home, ending in a 1-1 tie after
going into double overtime. Firstyear forward Robert Maze scored
F&M’s lone goal near the end of
the first half off of the tail end
of a corner kick. A ball flighted
into the box by sophomore Ryan
Fincher was headed off the post
by junior Wyatt Fabian and, after
bouncing off the turf, finished off
of a header by Maze in his first
goal of the season. In the same
manner, Washington scored a
header goal off of a corner kick,
tying the score up 1-1 for the duration of the long, hard fought
110-minute game.
In their last game against Ursinus, F&M Men’s Soccer shutout
the Bears on their own turf with a
3-0 victory on Wednesday night.
First-year forward Robert Maze
scored two goals in the first 12
minutes of the first half. The first
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The F&M Men’s Soccer team has started the season out strong, winning again Washington University. The team has an
impressive record so far, with six wins, three ties, and only one loss. The team hopes to qualify for the NCAA Playoffs this season.

one assisted by junior forward
Jason Tonelli and the second one
assisted off of a cross by junior
defender Ben Draheim for a header finish by Maze against the Ursinus keeper.
In the 81st minute of play,
sophomore forward Ryan Fincher buried the ball in the net one
touch off of a through ball by
sophomore Ugo Okolie. Senior

goalie Dave Reingold had his
fourth shutout of his senior year,
making seven saves, six which
were in the second half, to earn
the Diplomats a win.
This Saturday, F&M faces
Muhlenberg at home at 3:30pm
with a promising outcome for the
match. Last year, the Diplomats
had a shutout against the Mules
with a 4-0 win with goals from

Connor Finn, Ugo Okolie, Chase
TenBrook, and Zach Colton.
F&M Men’s Soccer faces Johns
Hopkins at 6pm Homecoming
weekend on Saturday, October 15
and Haverford on Saturday, October 22 on Senior Day.
First-year Gabby Goodwin is a
staff writer. Her email is ggoodwin@fandm.edu.

Remembering Arnold Palmer, Jose Fernandez, heros of the sports world
BY JOE GIORDANO
Sports Editor

This past week, the sports world lost
two true heroes. On Sunday, September 25, the world was in utter shock at
the loss of 24-year-old Marlins pitcher
Jose Fernandez. Fernandez was tragically killed in a boating accident off
Miami Beach early Sunday morning.
Later the same day, Palmer passed
away due to complications from
heart problems. While Fernandez and
Palmer differed greatly in age, ethnicity, personality, and even sport, both
had one thing in common: the impact
they made on people’s lives.
Arnold Palmer was truly a legend of the sport of golf through and
through. Whenever someone mentions the game of golf and the greatest
golfers ever, Palmer is at the top of everyone’s list. It wasn’t just that Palmer
won tournaments, it was the way he
did it. According to Golf Week Magazine, “As a measure of his popularity,
Palmer, like Elvis Presley before him,
was known simply as ‘The King.’ But
in a life bursting from the seams with
success, Palmer never lost his common touch. He was a man of the people, willing to sign every autograph,
shake every hand, and tried to look

every person in his gallery in the eye.”
He was a man of great integrity and
honor and truly transformed the game
of golf into an everyman’s sport. He
was a hero to look up to and played
the game with incredible class. Palmer’s impact will not be soon forgotten.
In stark contrast to Palmer, the
24-year-old Jose Fernandez exuded
passion and energy every single time
he stepped on the mound. Fernandez
was born in Cuba, where he attempted
to defect on three previous occasions
(one of which got him thrown in jail),
he was finally able to successfully defect and chase his dream of being a
major leaguer.
While Fernandez was obviously
skilled, winning the 2013 National
League Rookie of the Year, he will
be remembered for the way he played
the game. Although he occasionally
crossed a line or two, most people
came in waves to witness the young
Cuban pitch. When speaking of Fernandez, ESPN writer Dan Le Batard:
“This is a guy in Miami who was a
symbol for Cuban-Americans because he came over to this country
as a young man. He fled Cuba and
started a life for himself that was really special.” Fernandez was much
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Often seen as the world’s best golfer, Palmer
won the PGA Tour 62 times in his career.

Jose Fernandez played for the Miami Marlins
from 2013 until his death in 2016.

more than a baseball player, he was a
sense of hope for Cuban-Americans.
Even with the poor attendance numbers the Marlins usually bring in, the
stadium was always packed whenever
Fernandez took the mound. His childlike passion made him easy to love
and left a lasting impact on so many
around him. He truly brought life to a
game that has been recently criticized
as too boring and will not, like Palmer, be forgotten.
Palmer and Fernandez represented two different things entirely. One

represented respect and class while
the other brought life to a game that
was in much need of a player of passion. While they differed from one
another in some regards, they both
had impacts on the lives of not only
the sports world, but also people of all
walks of life. Let us honor the lives of
two heroes and their families by keeping their memories alive.
Junior Joe Giordano is the Sports
Editor. His email is jgiorda1@fandm.
edu.

